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Abstract: Surgical treatment is generally necessary to repair full-thickness macular holes
(FTMH). Although vitrectomy with or without internal limiting membrane (ILM) peeling
remains the standard surgical technique, the inverted ILM flap procedure has increasingly
assumed a role in the primary surgical repair of FTMHs. Some vitreoretinal surgeons reserve
this technique to treat large or myopic holes, whereas others use it routinely in all cases. This
paper is a comprehensive review of the current scientific evidence on the anatomical and
functional outcomes of the inverted ILM flap technique in the repair of macular holes,
following the International Vitreomacular Traction Study (IVTS) group classification.
Keywords: macular hole, inverted internal-limiting membrane flap technique, IVTS
classification

Introduction
The macular hole is a vitreoretinal interface disorder that has evolved in terms of
classification and surgical treatment.
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Currently, there are three main classification systems (by chronological order): Gass
classification,1 International Vitreomacular Traction Study (IVTS) group
classification,2 and European Eye Epidemiology (E3) consortium classification.3
Distinct from the clinical classification of Gass, the IVTS and E3 classifications are
both based on morphologic data extracted from optical coherence tomography
(OCT). OCT imaging is widely available in ophthalmology practice, which led to
the adoption of OCT-based classification systems for the diagnosis and management
of macular holes. Comparing with IVTS classification, OCT-based E3 classification
is a more complex staging system for a wide range of macular diseases. The E3
classification has assumed the definition and size subclassification of the macular
holes proposed by the IVTS group.
According to OCT-based classifications, a full-thickness macular hole (FTMH)
is an anatomic defect located in the fovea involving all retinal layers from the
internal limiting membrane (ILM) to the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE). IVTS
group subclassified FTMHs by size (≤250µm, >250µm and ≤400µm, >400 µm),
vitreous status (presence or absence of vitreomacular traction (VMT)), and cause
(primary and secondary).
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Surgical Treatment with Inverted ILM Flap
Technique and Other Techniques
Surgical treatment is generally necessary to repair FTMHs.
Gass et al first described the pathogenesis and classifica
tion of idiopathic macular holes.4 In another work, they
recognized the importance of removing anterior-posterior
and tangentially oriented traction caused by shrinkage of
the prefoveal cortical vitreous to prevent idiopathic macu
lar hole formation.5 FTMHs were considered an untreata
ble condition until Kelly and Wendel introduce pars plana
vitrectomy with gas tamponade.6 Afterwards, the initial
procedure has been modified to more advanced techniques,
such as ILM peeling,7 inverted ILM flap technique,8 ILM
abrasion,9 ILM or neurosensory retina autologous
graft,10,11 human amniotic membrane graft,12 and posterior
lens capsule transplantation.13 Pharmacologic vitreolysis
without surgery, particularly intravitreal injection (IVI) of
ocriplasmin, was also attempted in selected cases.14
Although vitrectomy with or without ILM peeling
remains the standard surgical technique, the inverted
ILM flap procedure has increasingly assumed a role in
the primary surgical repair of FTMHs. Some vitreoretinal
surgeons reserve this technique to treat large or myopic
holes, whereas others use it routinely in all cases.15,16
Theoretically, when the ILM fills the MH, it acts as
a scaffold for the activation, proliferation, and migration
of Müller cells, and, consequently, the production of neu
rotrophic and basic fibroblast growth factors during this
process will contribute to hole closure.17 When there is no
closure of the hole edges, the ILM flap enables “flap
closure” in macular holes that otherwise would remain
open with bare retinal pigment epithelium after standard
ILM peeling.18
The surgical steps of classic inverted ILM flap techni
que are core vitrectomy, membranes staining (eg trypan
blue, indocyanine green, brilliant blue G), epiretinal mem
brane (ERM) peeling (if present), ILM peeling in
a circular fashion for approximately 2 disc diameters
around the hole, coverage of the hole with an inverted
ILM flap, and air or sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) or perfluor
opropane (C3F8) gas tamponade.8 Face-down positioning
is recommended for 5 to 7 days after surgery. In the
meantime, modifications to the original technique have
been described.19–21 Nawrocka (vel Michalewska) et al
introduced the novel technique of peeling off solely the
ILM temporal to the fovea to minimize the area of surgical
trauma.19 Hu et al described a procedure in which
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a tongue-shaped superior ILM flap is created, while the
inferior ILM is not peeled off.21 Decreasing the area of
ILM peeling has the advantage of inducing fewer inner
retinal dimplings and fewer changes in central retinal
sensitivity, and macular microvasculature.22–24 Aurora
et al proposed a technique called cabbage leaf inverted
flap ILM peeling in which multiple ILM flaps are inverted
over each other like cabbage leaves.25 However, there is
evidence supporting the use of single-layered flap covering
the FTMH instead of multilayered flap or “insertion”
technique.26 The comparison of “cover” and “insertion”
techniques showed that covering the FTMH with ILM flap
yielded better visual outcome and recovery of photorecep
tor layers, probably due to less iatrogenic trauma to the
outer retina.26–29 Even in the presence of a retinal detach
ment (RD), the “cover” technique, as performed in the
classic inverted ILM flap technique, is the preferable
procedure.30 Moreover, the inverted ILM flap technique
has shown to be safe with few perioperative
complications.15 The use of autologous blood clot, viscoe
lastic devices, or perfluorocarbon liquid to prevent flap
dislodgment during the air-fluid exchange has been
investigated.31,32 A novel technique of performing
a semicircular single-layered ILM inverted flap assisted
by sub-perfluorocarbon liquid injection of viscoelastic
device provided good results, but the costs are
increased.33 The utility of these adjuvants is not comple
tely established. The spontaneous recovery of postopera
tive partial flap detachment from the retina may occur.34 In
addition, a method to evaluate the correct positioning of
the flap with intraoperative real-time spectral-domain OCT
is now available.35
We performed a comprehensive review of the scientific
evidence on the anatomical and functional outcomes of the
inverted ILM flap technique in the repair of macular holes,
following the IVTS classification.

Surgical Outcomes of Inverted ILM
Flap Technique
Full-Thickness Macular Holes (FTMH)
By Size
Small FTMH (≤250µm)
There have been reports of spontaneous closure in FTMHs
with the minimum linear diameter (MLD) below 250µm.36,37
The spontaneous closure is accompanied by visual acuity
(VA) improvement, but persistent defects in the ellipsoid
zone and choriocapillaris were documented.37,38 A recent
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paper recognized the role of Muller cells in this rare
phenomenon.39 The authors suggested that the treatment of
small holes is not required if vision and hole size remains
stable, and if the fovea of the fellow eye appears normal.
However, the progressive enlargement of FTMH is frequent,
and the rate of enlargement is accelerated in smaller holes.40
Besides, a better visual outcome is predicted by a smaller
preoperative MLD which means that performing surgery in
the early stage of an FTMH might improve the outcome.41
Nonsurgical procedures have been used with accepta
ble results. The IVI of ocriplasmin in small FTMHs with
TVM has yielded a hole closure rate of 41–63%.42–44 Eyes
with FTMHs ≤250μm are more likely to achieve nonsur
gical closure after IVI of ocriplasmin.43 A recent case
series reported a hole closure rate of 86% in FTMHs
≤250μm (with or without VMT) after IVI of C3F8 alone
followed by face-down positioning, but the sample was
small.45 The anatomical success increases when a surgical
procedure is performed. Vitrectomy without ILM peeling
had a hole closure rate varying between 55% and 100% in
FTMHs <400µm (stage 2 of Gass classification).46–48
Vitrectomy with ILM peeling and gas tamponade was
associated with hole closure rate >95%.49 The outcome
of ILM peeling seems not to be dependent on the use of
gas tamponade and face-down posturing.50 Vitrectomy,
ILM peeling, and gas tamponade have shown efficacy in
small FMTHs that failed to close after IVI of
ocriplasmin.51 To our knowledge, no studies have reported
the anatomical and functional results of the inverted ILM
flap technique in FTMHs ≤250µm. Instead, most studies
used the cut-off of 400µm to differentiate between small to
medium and large FTMHs. There are two possible reasons
for this lack of evidence: ILM peeling is effective in
almost all small FTMHs and this is the least common
type of FTMHs.52
The appropriate management of small FTMHs is con
troversial. Small FTMHs observation is possible, but given
the fact that a progressive enlargement is frequent, surgery
either ILM peeling or inverted ILM flap technique could
be a reasonable first-line approach. Additionally, the smal
ler is the diameter, the more chance to get a better visual
outcome.
Medium FTMH (250µm–400µm)
It is more consensual to perform surgery in medium
FTMHs than in small FTMHs given the limited efficacy
of nonsurgical procedures in FTMHs >250µm. The hole
closure rate of IVI of ocriplasmin has been 34–36.8% for
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medium FTMHs.42,43 This percentage falls to 13% in the
real-world setting.53 The hole closure rate of IVI of C3F8
alone followed by face-down positioning was 80%.45
Vitrectomy plus gas tamponade and face-down positioning
resulted in hole closure in 100% of 18 cases.46 However,
this procedure had a lower closure rate (55%) in
a randomized controlled trial (RCT), which led the authors
to rather recommend ILM peeling to repair FTMHs.47
A meta-analysis including four RCTs concluded that
ILM peeling yielded a higher anatomical success and
reduced need for additional surgical intervention despite
a similar long-term VA compared with non-ILM peeling.48
Liu et al reported a closure rate of 100% and a mean
postoperative VA of 0.54 logMAR at 12 months after
vitrectomy with ILM peeling and gas tamponade.49
According to published data of a case series, good out
comes (closure rate of 85%) are achieved after ILM peel
ing technique without the use of gas tamponade or
postoperative positioning in small to medium FTMHs.50
A Cochrane review concluded that face-down positioning
had no significant effect on successful hole closure in
FTMHs <400µm.54 ILM peeling combined with air tam
ponade and non-supine positioning led to a closure rate of
95% in this type of FTMHs.55 In a large comparative
study, the hole closure rate in FTMHs <400µm was 96%
after ILM peeling, similar to 97% after inverted ILM flap
technique, but postoperative VA was significantly better in
those submitted to inverted ILM flap technique.16 No
differences were found between inverted ILM flap and
ILM flap technique regarding the postoperative VA and
the integrity of the external retinal layers in FTMHs
<400µm in a recent work.56
The current literature does not support the use of the
inverted ILM flap technique over ILM peeling in medium
FTMHs. Both procedures are appropriate, and the option
for one over the other should be based on the surgeon’s
preferences and experience.
Large FTMH (>400µm)
In an epidemiologic study, large FTMHs had a prevalence
of 55%, followed by medium (31%) and small (14%)
FTMHs.52 There are unsatisfactory results with nonsurgi
cal procedures and vitrectomy without ILM peeling for
large FTMHs.42,43,46,47,53,54 Liu et al reported a closure
rate of 81% and a mean postoperative VA of 0.95 logMAR
after the combination of vitrectomy, ILM peeling, and gas
tamponade.49 The use of air tamponade and non-supine
positioning regimen is not effective in large MHs.55
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Facedown positioning provides a better visual outcome
despite no apparent beneficial effect on anatomical
success.57 ILM peeling with autologous platelet-rich
plasma on FTMH was superior to ILM peeling alone,
with a hole closure rate of 100% in a total of 62 eyes.58
Initially, inverted ILM flap technique was proposed to
improve the surgical outcomes for large FTMHs.88 There
are extensive published data comparing ILM peeling and
inverted ILM flap techniques. Two meta-analyses has
demonstrated better anatomical and functional outcomes
after inverted ILM flap technique versus ILM peeling in
large FTMHs.59,60 In one of the comparative studies, the
hole closure rate and VA improvement for FTMHs
>400µm were 95% and 75%, respectively, after inverted
ILM flap technique, and 87% and 57%, respectively, after
indocyanine green-assisted ILM peeling.61 Nevertheless,
the differences in VA improvement between both techni
ques were more evident in the short term than in the long
term.62 Regarding the recovery of normal retinal architec
ture, there is conflicting data. The restoration of foveal
microstructure was more often observed 6 months after
inverted ILM flap technique than after ILM peeling.63
Other studies have demonstrated lower postoperative
recovery rate of the external limiting membrane (ELM)
and ellipsoid zone (EZ) after inverted ILM flap (versus
ILM peeling).64,65 In a total of 117 large idiopathic
FTMHs, inverted ILM flap technique was associated with
a higher closure rate, but the visual acuity and EZ integrity
improved irrespective of the presence of an ILM flap.65
The complete ELM restoration is an important factor for
VA improvement in the long term.66 Other studies com
pared inverted ILM flap technique with later surgical tech
niques. The free-flap technique had a closure rate of 86%,
compared to 92% of inverted ILM flap technique.67 The
hole closure rate after the single-layer temporal inverted
ILM flap technique was 100%.68 A study demonstrated
a better visual result and a higher rate of hole closure after
temporal inverted ILM flap technique versus classic
inverted ILM flap technique, but further research is needed
to confirm these results.69
The extra-large FTMHs have a MLD >550–600µm. In
this subgroup, the anatomical success rates has been 34–
70% and 63–90%, after ILM peeling and inverted ILM
flap technique, respectively.70,71 In 5 eyes with FTMHs
>1000µm, 4 closed after inverted ILM flap technique with
a visual improvement of approximately three lines.72 In
a retrospective study that included FTMHs >800µm, the
hole closure rate was 89% (versus 78% in ILM peeling
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group) accompanied by a higher gain in VA in the inverted
ILM flap group.73 A large Japanese study showed
a closure rate of 100% in FTMHs either with MLD ≤ or
>550µm after inverted ILM flap technique, compared with
95% and 88% in FTMHs ≤550µm and >550µm, respec
tively, after ILM peeling.74
There is robust data that shows better anatomical and
functional outcomes of inverted ILM flap technique in
large and extra-large FTMHs compared with ILM peeling.

By Vitreous Status
Presence of VMT
VMT was estimated to be present in 34% of FTMHs, and
in only 13% of small FTMHs.51,52 There is no relationship
between the FTMH size and the presence of VMT.75 The
most relevant consideration in this type of FTMHs when
they are small (<250µm) is the possibility of performing
a nonsurgical technique, namely a IVI of ocriplasmin. The
success rates of this procedure were mentioned above.
When a nonsurgical procedure is not possible, vitrectomy
regardless of the surgical technique allows for elimination
of VMT.

By Cause
Primary FTMH (Idiopathic)
The idiopathic etiology is found in about 86% of FTMHs
with a male-to-female ratio of 1:2.2.52 Vitrectomy for the
treatment of FTMHs was first used in idiopathic and large
holes.6 In this well-known work, 58% of the FTMHs
closed using vitrectomy and gas tamponade. The anatomi
cal success increased to over 85% since the ILM peeling
and, later, the inverted ILM flap technique were intro
duced. In a comparative study, idiopathic FTMHs had
better outcome after ILM peeling than secondary
FTMHs.76
As stated before, inverted ILM flap technique is the
procedure of choice in large idiopathic FTMHs.
Secondary FTMH
The three main causes of secondary FTMHs are high
myopia, diabetes mellitus, and ocular trauma.
The myopic FTHMs present with or without coexisting
RD. In myopic FTMHs with RD, the hole closure and
retinal reattachment rates have been 75–100% and 81–
100%, respectively, after inverted ILM flap technique,
and 25–55% and 55–93%, respectively, after ILM
peeling.77–79 Inverted ILM flap technique enabled
a higher rate of retinal reattachment and closure in myopic
FTMH-induced retinal detachment compared with ILM
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peeling, despite similar visual outcome.80 In another
report, there was a better closure rate and postoperative
VA in highly myopic eyes undergoing inverted ILM flap
technique, but retinal reattachment rate was similar with
both techniques.61 In myopic FTMHs without RD, the
hole closure rate was 100% after inverted ILM flap proce
dure and 94% of the patients improved by at least 2
logMAR lines.81 Recent results from a meta-analysis has
suggested that the inverted ILM flap technique is more
effective regarding hole closure than ILM peeling in myo
pic FTMH with or without RD.60 The functional outcome
of inverted ILM flap depend on the use of “cover” or
“insertion” technique: VA improvement in 77% (without
RD) and 95% (with RD) using “cover” technique; VA
improvement in 66% (without RD) and 80% (with RD)
using “insertion” technique.82 Regarding the outer retina
recovery, inverted ILM flap and ILM peeling techniques
were no different in two studies.83,84 A third comparative
study showed a higher rate of ELM and EZ recovery after
inverted ILM flap technique.85 The use of perfluorocarbon
liquid in FTMHs with RD and viscoat® in FTMHs without
RD combined with inverted ILM flap technique were
proposed to increase the success rate of the surgery.86,87
Comparing with idiopathic FTMHs, traumatic FTMHs
have a higher likelihood of spontaneous closure (up to
67%) that often occurs within 3 months after ocular
trauma.88 There was a trend toward small size in sponta
neously closed traumatic FTMHs.89 Vitrectomy regardless
of the surgical technique results in good anatomical and
visual results in these cases.90 ILM peeling resulted in
100% closure rate, with vision improving by at least 2
Snellen lines in 94% of 17 consecutive eyes with traumatic
FTMH.91 This technique was also shown to be effective in
pediatric traumatic FTMHs.92 Both gas or silicone oil
tamponades can be used.93 Inverted ILM flap technique
has been evaluated in large traumatic FTMH which com
monly are closed after this technique.94–96 In a case series
of 12 large traumatic FTMHs, all closed after the inverted
ILM flap technique.88 Recently, it was described a case in
which inverted ILM flap assisted by autologous plasma
concentrate was successfully performed in a pediatric
patient with traumatic large FTMH.97 A comparative
study showed a closure rate of 92% and 75%, and VA
improvement of 5 lines and 2.5 lines after inverted ILM
flap and ILM peeling, respectively.98 The authors con
cluded that the inverted ILM flap technique provides
a better outcome in traumatic FTMHs than ILM peeling.
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In eyes with concomitant FTMH and proliferative dia
betic retinopathy (PDR), the hole closure was observed in
83% after vitrectomy regardless the use of ILM peeling.99
In a study that included eyes with non-proliferative dia
betic retinopathy and PDR, the hole closure rate of
inverted ILM flap technique was 84%.100 The authors
speculated that diabetic FTMHs have a different morphol
ogy and healing process compared with idiopathic cases
which compromises the prognosis. In a case series of eyes
with PDR and coexisting retinal detachment, all closed
after inverted ILM flap technique or free ILM flap.101
A rare case of secondary FTMH developing after antiangiogenic intravitreal injection for neovascular AMD in
which temporal inverted ILM flap technique allowed for
the resolution of the macular hole was reported.102
According to the literature, the inverted ILM flap tech
nique is the most effective procedure in secondary
FTMHs, particularly in myopic and traumatic FTMHs.

Other Potential Indications of Inverted
ILM Flap Technique
Frisina et al proposed a technique similar to inverted ILM flap
procedure to treat idiopathic LMHs.103 The authors reported
that the double inverted ERM and ILM flap yield a better
functional prognosis and reduce the iatrogenic damage of the
fovea or the risk of inducing postoperative FTMH.

Conclusion
Answering the question in the title of this paper, inverted
ILM flap technique is the best option for primary surgical
approach of large idiopathic FTMHs, and secondary
FTMHs. Other techniques have been introduced but, at
the data of this comprehensive review of the literature,
the evidence is scarce to recommend its widespread use.
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